Abstract-As OLAP engines are widely used to support multidimensional data analysis, it is desirable to support in data cubes advanced statistical measures, such as regression and filtering, in addition to the traditional simple measures such as count and average. Such new measures will allow users to model, smooth, and predict the trends and patterns of data. Existing algorithms for simple distributive and algebraic measures are inadequate for efficient computation of statistical measures in a multidimensional space. In this paper, we propose a fundamentally new class of measures, compressible measures, in order to support efficient computation of the statistical models. For compressible measures, we compress each cell into an auxiliary matrix with a size independent of the number of tuples. We can then compute the statistical measures for any data cell from the compressed data of the lower-level cells without accessing the raw data. Time-and space-efficient lossless aggregation formulae are derived for regression and filtering measures. Our analytical and experimental studies show that the resulting system, regression cube, substantially reduces the memory usage and the overall response time for statistical analysis of multidimensional data.
D
ATA warehouses provide online analytical processing (OLAP) tools for interactive analysis of multidimensional data. With years of research and development of data warehouse and OLAP technology [15] , [7] , [1] , [34] , a large number of data warehouses and data cubes have been successfully constructed and deployed in many applications.
The fast development of OLAP technology has led to high demand for more sophisticated data analyzing capabilities, such as prediction, trend monitoring, and exception detection of multidimensional data. Oftentimes, existing simple measures such as sum() and average() become insufficient, and more sophisticated statistical models, such as regression analysis, are desired to be supported in OLAP. Moreover, there are lots of applications with dynamically changing stream data generated continuously in a dynamic environment, with huge volume, infinite flow, and fast changing behavior. When collected, such data is almost always at a rather low level, consisting of various kinds of detailed temporal and other features. To find interesting or unusual patterns, it is essential to perform regression analysis at certain meaningful abstraction levels, discover critical changes of data, and drill down to some more detailed levels for in-depth analysis when needed.
To illustrate the multidimensional regression models, let us examine the following example. Example 1. A power supply station collects infinite streams of power usage data, with the lowest granularity as individual user, location, and minute. Given a large number of users, it is only realistic to analyze the fluctuation of power usage at certain high levels, such as by city or district and by hour, in order to make timely power supply adjustments and handle unusual situations. For this application, simple measures like sum() are insufficient, and regression models for data at different levels are needed. A simplest regression in this case would be a linear model between time t and the power usage y as y ¼ 0 þ 1 t, where 0 and 1 are two parameters. The linear regression model describes the major trend of the power usage over a certain period.
Conceptually, for multidimensional analysis, one can view such a data warehouse as a virtual data cube, consisting of one measure and a set of dimensions, including one regression dimension and a few standard dimensions such as location and user-category. However, in practice, it is impossible to materialize such a stream data cube, since the materialization requires a huge (and potentially infinite) amount of data to be computed and stored in a multidimensional space. Some efficient methods must be developed for systematic regression analysis over such data.
The example shows that multidimensional analysis of regression measures offers an analytical modeling engine to generate smoothed trend summarizations, prediction, and exception detection at different view levels. Such a regression-enabled OLAP engine is a powerful data analysis tool as well as a user-friendly environment for interactive data analysis. In this paper, we examine the issue of supporting advanced statistical measures, including regression and filtering measures, in a multidimensional space. In the rest of this section, we discuss why this is a challenging problem and outline our contributions.
Regression Cubes and Compressible Measures
Data warehouses and OLAP tools are based on a multidimensional data model. The model views data in the form of a data cube. A data cube is defined by dimensions and facts. In an n-dimensional data cube, the n dimensions are the perspectives or entities with respect to which an organization wants to keep records. A multidimensional data model is typically organized around a central theme such as power usage. The theme is represented by a fact table. Facts are numerical measures by which we want to analyze relationships between dimensions. In the multidimensional data cube, data are organized into multiple dimensions, and each dimension contains multiple levels of abstraction defined by concept hierarchies. Measures in a data cube can be classified into three categories based on the difficulty of aggregation:
. Distributive. An aggregate function is distributive if it can be computed in a distributed manner as follows: Suppose the data is partitioned into n sets.
The computation of the function on each partition derives one aggregate value. If the result derived by applying the function to the n aggregate values is the same as that derived by applying the function on all the data without partitioning, the function can be computed in a distributive manner. count(), sum(), min(), and max() are distributive aggregate functions. A measure is distributive if it is obtained by applying a distributive aggregate function. . Algebraic. An aggregate function is algebraic if it can be computed by an algebraic function with several arguments, each of which is obtained by applying a distributive aggregate function. For example, avg() (average) can be computed by sum()/count() where both sum() and count() are distributive aggregate functions. min_N(), max_N(), and stand_dev() are algebraic aggregate functions. A measure is algebraic if it is obtained by applying an algebraic aggregate function. . Holistic. An aggregate function is holistic if there is no constant bound on the storage size needed to describe a subaggregate. That is, there does not exist an algebraic function with M arguments (where M is a constant) that characterize the computation.
Common examples of holistic functions include median(), mode(), and rank(). A measure is holistic if it is obtained by applying a holistic aggregate function. If we characterize the regression measure using the above classification, it seems to be a holistic measure because it requires the information of all the data points in a cuboid in order to compute the regression model. It is impossible to compute the regression model distributively and compose the high-level regression model merely from the low-level models.
Thus, the requirement for multilevel, multidimensional online analysis of advanced statistical measures, though desirable, raises a challenging research issue: "Is it feasible to perform OLAP analysis for advanced statistical measures on huge volumes of data since a data cube is usually much bigger than the original data set, and its construction may take multiple database scans?"
Our main idea in this paper is to compress the raw data for each cell, store only a minimum number of measures that are just sufficient to support the online analysis, and compute high-level measures from the corresponding lowlevel cells without accessing the raw data. Such a compression technique leads to the definition of a new category of measures:
. Compressible. An aggregation function is compressible if it can be computed by a procedure with a number of arguments from lower level cells, and the number of arguments is independent of the number of tuples in the data cuboid. In other words, for compressible aggregate functions, we can compress each cuboid, regardless of its size (i.e., the number of tuples), into a constant number of arguments, and aggregate the function based on the compressed representation. The data compression technique should satisfy the following requirements: 1) the compressed data should support efficient lossless or nearly lossless aggregation of regression measures in a multidimensional data cube environment and 2) the space complexity of compressed data should be low and be independent of the number of tuples in each cell, as the number of tuples in each cell may be huge. A measure is compressible if it is obtained by applying a compressible aggregate function. In this paper, we will show that certain advanced statistical measures, including regression models and filters, are compressible measures. Note that compressible measures are different from holistic measures in that the number of arguments is a constant for compressible aggregate functions, but not for holistic aggregate functions. The compressible measures are different from algebraic measures in that the arguments for algebraic aggregate functions are distributive measures, while the arguments for compressible aggregate functions are still compressible measures. We will explain this in detail later.
One important assumption of this paper is that the measure and the attributes of regression dimensions have to be numerical and not categorical. Regression and filtering analysis require the measures of regression dimensions to be continuous or discrete numbers, but not unordered, discrete symbolic values. In the future, we plan to extend the theory to logistic regression which can handle categorical data.
Applications of Regression Cubes
We believe that supporting advanced statistical analysis is an important feature for the next-generation data cube technology and OLAP engines. In addition to performing the analysis at the lowest or the highest abstraction level, it is more important that the users would like to see regression models anywhere they want in a data cube space. Specifically, there are several important applications of regression cubes:
1. Trend analysis. A user can explore the data cube to find interesting cuboids guided by the regression models at different levels. For example, a sales manager might want to first examine the data at a higher abstraction level, find out a year when the sales drop down quickly, and drill down in that particular year to find out which months and states are main causes for the sales decrease. Such analysis will allow the users to interact with the data repository to find out certain views and levels that can provide key insights to their marketing. 2. Exception detection. In a regression cube, a user is able to find cuboids with an exceptional change rate (out of certain thresholds). In a typical case, an exception only occurs for cuboids at a particular view of a certain combination of the dimension levels, and a user cannot observe the exception at levels too low or too high. Therefore, it is an essential requirement that a user can explore the data cube space and generate regression models for different cuboids efficiently. 3. Incremental cubing. Using the regression cube technique, the user can scan the data only once, compute and store the regression measures for the cells at the lowest level, and discard the raw data. For any newly generated data, a user only needs to generate the regression model for the new part. The regression models for all the cuboids after any update can be efficiently recovered using the compression and aggregation techniques proposed in this paper. Without compression, a user has to maintain all historical raw data and update the relevant data models from scratch for every update. 4. Partial materialization. Due to space and time limitations, it is usually desirable to materialize only a subset of the cuboids in the data cube space, and there have been an extensive study for partial materialization schemes of data cubes. When such partially materialized cubes are used, it is necessary to be able to derive the regression model of any cuboid not materialized on the fly from other materialized cuboids. The proposed regression cube will support this operation. In summary, the proposed regression cube technique will provide users insights to the trend of data and the correlations among dimensions, allow users to explore the data cube space efficiently, and support efficient regression computation when the data cube is constructed incrementally and/or partially.
Research Contributions
In this paper, we propose the concept of regression cubes and a data cell compression technique NCR (nonlinear compression representation) to support efficient OLAP operations in the regression cubes. Our study shows that to support multidimensional regression analysis, only a small number of compressed measures need to be registered. We develop lossless aggregation formulae based on the NCRs.
The space complexity of the compressed NCR in data cells is independent of the number of tuples in those cells and is only quadratic to the number of regression coefficients. Therefore, we make the regression measure a compressible measure and the space consumption is significantly reduced using NCR compression.
In addition to regression analysis, we have extended the results to filtering analysis of time-series data. We have shown that filters are also compressible measures by showing that we can compress each data cell into a small, fixed-size data block while still allowing lossless aggregation of the measures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we define the basic concepts and introduce the research problem. In Section 3, we illustrate the key concepts and results of this paper using linear regression, the simplest special case of general multiple linear regression analysis. In Section 4, we present the theoretical foundation for computing regression models in data cubes. We propose the NCR compression technique to support online regression analysis of stream data in data cubes, and present lossless NCR aggregation formulae in regression and standard dimensions. In Section 5, we develop lossless compression schemes for predictive filters. We present performance studies in Section 6, discuss related work in Section 7, and give conclusions in Section 8.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we introduce the basic concepts related to regression analysis in data cubes.
Data Cubes
To perform multidimensional, multilevel analysis, we need to introduce some basic terms related to data cubes. Let D be a relational table, called the base table, of a given cube. The set of all attributes A in D are partitioned into two subsets, the dimensional attributes DIM and the measure attributes M (so DIM [ M ¼ A and DIM \ M ¼ ;). The measure attributes functionally depend on the dimensional attributes in D and are defined in the context of data cube using some typical aggregate functions, such as count(), sum(), avg(), or some regression related measures to be studied here.
A key feature of data warehouses is that they are timevariant. Data are stored to provide information from a historical perspective. Every structure in the data warehouse contains, either implicitly or explicitly, a dimension of time. In this paper, we assume that the time dimension is always a dimensional attributes for stream data analysis.
Example 2. For our power supply analysis in Example 1, the dimensional attributes may include time, user location, and user category, and the measure attributes include amount of power usage and the regression model parameters.
A tuple with schema A in a multidimensional space is called a cell. Given three distinct cells c 1 , c 2 , and c 3 , c 1 is an ancestor of c 2 , and c 2 a descendant of c 1 iff on every dimensional attribute, either c 1 and c 2 share the same value, or c 1 's value is a generalized value of c 2 's in the dimension's concept hierarchy. A tuple c 2 D is called a base cell. A base cell does not have any descendant. A cell c is an aggregated cell iff it is an ancestor of some base cells. For each aggregated cell, the values of its measure attributes are derived from the set of its descendant cells.
Regression and Standard Dimensions
In a regression analysis environment, the dimensions can be divided into regression dimensions, which are those involved in regression, and other dimensions, which are called standard dimensions. We denote the dimensions as ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x p ; s 1 ; s 2 ; Á Á Á ; s q Þ, where x i s are the regression dimensions (or regression attributes) and s i s are the standard dimension (or standard attributes). The regression dimensions should be represented in numerical attributes. Typically, the time dimension is used in regression and we assume it to be x 1 in this paper. As usual, there is a hierarchy for each dimension. Conceptually, the base facts of interest is a base relational table T ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x p ; s 1 ; s 2 ; Á Á Á ; s q ; y 1 ; y 2 ; Á Á Á ; y l Þ, where y 1 to y l are measure attributes. Without loss of generality, to simplify our presentation, we assume there is only one measure attribute y to be modeled by regression in this paper.
In such a data cube, each primitive aggregation is either over a standard dimension, or over a regression dimension. For the former, aggregation means to sum up the measure y over all corresponding base cells. For the latter, aggregation means to merge all base cells into the resulting cell.
Example 3. Continuing from Example 1, for our power supply analysis, we assume that the regression dimension is the time dimension t, and that the user location L is a standard dimension. We assume that linear least square error (LSE) regression is used, i.e., for each cell, we use the least square error as the standard to model a linear relationship between time t and the power usage y
Figs. 1 and 2 show some examples to illustrate the regression models and aggregation of regression models over standard and regression dimensions. [10, 19] , while Fig. 2b shows the resulting cell after aggregating the two base cells along the regression (time) dimension. We see that aggregation along a regression dimension means to merge all base cells into the resulting cell.
Multidimensional Regression Analysis
In this study, we assume that the data is collected at the most detailed level in a multidimensional space, which may represent time, location, user, theme, and other semantic information. Thus, the direct regression of data at the most detailed level may generate a large number of regression lines, but still cannot tell the general trends contained in the data. As we have discussed before, data measures are classified by the difficulty in aggregating them. In this paper, we want to study how to aggregate the regression measures. In our running example, we want to compute the regression measures of the aggregated curve yðtÞ from the regression measures of base-cell curves y 1 ðtÞ and y 2 ðtÞ. An aggregation function is lossless if the values of the regression measures obtained from the aggregating computation are identical to the original regression measures computed from the raw data, and is lossy otherwise.
Our task is to perform time and space-efficient high-level, online, multidimensional regression analysis in a data cube environment. There are two issues to be resolved: 1) what to store for each cell and 2) how to aggregate the data stored. Our objective is to compress the data to minimize the space requirement and support lossless aggregation in both standard and regression dimensions.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
To give a gentle introduction to the theory, we first work on linear regression, a simple special case. After reviewing the basics of linear regression, we illustrate the research problem and our solutions for linear regression measures.
Linear Regression Analysis for Data Cubes
Linear regression is one of the most common methods to model the overall trend of a series of data. We now briefly review the linear regression analysis. Suppose we have n tuples in a cell: ðx i ; y i Þ; i ¼ 1::n, where x i is the regression dimension attribute of the ith tuple, and each scalar y i is the measure attribute of the ith tuple. The linear regression function is defined as
Remember we have n samples in the cell, so we can write all the measure attribute values into an n Â 1 vector y ¼ ðy 1 ; Á Á Á ; y n Þ T and we collect the terms x i into an n Â 2 model matrix U as follows:
and we can now write the regression function in matrix form as EðyjUÞ ¼ U.
We consider the ordinary least square (OLS) estimates of regression parameters in this paper. The OLS estimate of is the argument that minimizes the residual sum of squares function
For the linear regression, we have
Differentiating (2) and setting the result to be zero: @ @ RSSðÞ ¼ 0, we get the following result about: and
We can compute the regression parameters using (3): 
Aggregation in Standard Dimensions
We now consider aggregation (roll-up) in a standard dimension. Suppose that c a is a cell aggregated from a number of component cells c 1 ; . . . ; c m , and that we want to compute the linear model of c a 's data. The component cells can be base cells at the bottom level, or derived descendant cells at higher levels.
In this roll-up, the stream data for c a is defined to be the summation of the stream data for the component cells. More precisely, all component cells are supposed to have same number of tuples and they only differ in one standard dimension. Suppose that each component cell has n tuples, then c a also has n tuples; let y a;i , where i ¼ 1::n, be the measure attribute of the ith tuple in c a , and let y j;i , where j ¼ 1::m, be the measure attribute of the ith tuple in c j . Then, y a;i ¼ P m j¼1 y j;i for i ¼ 1::n. In matrix form, we have y a ¼ P m j¼1 y j where y a and y j are vectors of measure attributes for corresponding cells, respectively.
Suppose we have the linear regression measures but not the raw data of all the descendant cells. We wish to derive the regression measures of the aggregated cell from the those of the component cells. T for yðtÞ. Now, the problem is, in multidimensional analysis for large-scale data, especially stream data, we cannot afford to store the raw data. Also, it is infeasible due to time and space costs to materialize and store all cuboids. Therefore, it is necessary to aggregate the analytical measures from lower levels.
Specifically, we want to compute the regression measures ð 0 ; 1 Þ T ¼ ð0:83587; 0:0811754Þ T of the aggregated cell yðtÞ from the data of y 1 ðtÞ and y 2 ðtÞ. Since we do not store the raw data, we need to compress the data. It will be a lossless compression if ð 0 ; 1 Þ of yðtÞ reconstructed from compressed data are identical to those obtained from the raw data, and will be a lossy compression otherwise.
Aggregation in Regression Dimensions
We now consider aggregation (roll-up) in regression dimensions. Still, we suppose that c a is a cell aggregated from a number of component cells 
SA Compression: A Lossy Compression
When faced with the problem of multidimensional aggregation of regression measures, a simple and intuitive compression technique would be to store just ð 0 ; 1 Þ for each cell, and using the following formulae during aggregation: Here, we use summation to aggregate the regression measures in standard dimensions, and use averaging to aggregate the regression measures in regression dimensions. It is called sum/avg (SA) compression. Let us explain the intuition of SA compression from a geometry point of view. For a regression line EðyjxÞ ¼ 0 þ 1 x, 0 is the intercept and 1 is the slope. For aggregations in a standard dimension, we sum up the measure y over a same region of x. Therefore, the slope and intercept of the regression lines should accumulate. This calculation is actually lossless along standard dimensions. For aggregations in a regression dimension, suppose we have two regression lines for two cells with the same length of regression region, and we should expect that the overall slope and intercept will get averaged out.
Example 7. Let us check if the SA compression is lossy or lossless. Continuing from Example 6, if we use the SA compression to aggregate the measures along the regression (time) dimension, we have:
We can see that the reconstructed regression measures are different from the original regression measures ð 0 ; 1 Þ T ¼ ð0:509033; 0:0431806Þ T of the aggregated cell. Hence, the SA compression is lossy.
We note that the SA compression is applicable to complex aggregations over both standard and regression dimensions, but is lossy due to the errors incurred in regression dimensions.
NCR: A Lossless Compression
In this paper, we will present a lossless compressed representation of the regression models of cells of data cubes called the Nonlinear Compression Representation (NCR). The compressed NCR for the materialized base cells will be sufficient for deriving NCR and regression models of all other cells losslessly. Moreover, the size of NCR is independent of the number of tuples in each cell. Since the number of tuples in a cell could be very huge at higher levels, it is desirable that the size of the compressed data for each cell is independent of the number of tuples.
We will define the NCR compression in the next section. Here, we use the result to illustrate the application of NCR. The NCR for each cell consists of two matrices: for the regression measures, and Â Â to store some auxiliary information needed for lossless aggregation. For linear regression in the running examples, the two matrices in NCR will be:
and Â ¼ 00 01 10 11 ;
n is the number of tuples, and t 0 and t 1 are starting and ending time of the cell being compressed, respectively. Therefore, for linear regression, we need to store five numerical values in its NCR for each cell c: NCRðcÞ ¼ ð 0 ; 1 ; n; 01 ; 11 Þ. Note that the NCR includes the necessary information about regression measures ð 0 ; 1 Þ T and some additional measures n, 01 , 11 . We have designed the NCR compression in such a way that the regression models of any data cell can be losslessly reconstructed from the NCRs of its descendant cells without accessing the raw data. We demonstrate the lossless aggregation of the NCR compression in both standard and regression dimensions using the running example. In our running example, there are two base cells c 1 and c 2 , and one aggregated cell c a . Let
using the aggregation formulae we will develop in the next section, NCRðc a Þ can be derived from NCRðc 1 Þ and NCRðc 2 Þ as follows:
. For standard dimension aggregation:
. For regression dimension aggregation: 
MULTIDIMENSIONAL GENERAL MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In this section, we review the theory of general multiple linear regression (GMLR) and propose our compression technique to support the construction of regression cubes.
Theory of GMLR
We now briefly review the theory of GMLR (See [10] , for example, for more details). Suppose we have n tuples in a cell: ðx i ; y i Þ; i ¼ 1::n, where
The first element of u i is u 0 ¼ 1 for fitting an intercept, and the remaining k À 1 terms u j ðx i Þ; j ¼ 1::k À 1 are derived from the regression attributes x i and are often written as u i;j for simplicity. u j ðx i Þ can be any kind of function of x i . It could be as simple as a constant, or it could also be a complex nonlinear function of x i . For example, for time series regression (where x ¼ ðtÞ), we have k ¼ 2 and u 1 ¼ t; for 2D spatial regression (where x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 Þ) used in spatial and moving-object databases, we can have
The nonlinear regression function is defined as follows:
where ¼ ð 0 ; 1 ; Á Á Á ; kÀ1 Þ T is a k Â 1 vector of regression parameters, and k is the number of regression terms.
Remember we have n samples in the cell, so we can write all the measure attribute values into an n Â 1 vector y ¼ ðy 1 ; y 2 ; Á Á Á ; y n Þ T . and we collect the terms u i;j into an n Â k model matrix U as follows, where u i;j ¼ u j ðx i Þ: 
We can now write the regression function as EðyjUÞ ¼ U. 
In the rest of this paper, without loss of generosity, we only consider the case where the inverse of ðU T UÞ exists. If the inverse of ðU T UÞ does not exist, then the matrix ðU T UÞ is of less than full rank and we can always use a subset of the u terms in fitting the model so that the reduced model matrix has full rank. Our major results will remain valid in this case.
The memory size of U in (12) is nk, and the size of U T U is k 2 , where n is the number of tuples of a cell and k is the number of regression terms which is usually a very small constant independent of the number of tuples. For example, k is two for linear regression, and three for quadratic regression. Therefore, the overall space complexity is OðnÞ and only linear to n.
Nonlinear Compression Representation of a Data Cell
We propose a compressed representation of data cells to support multidimensional GMLR analysis. The compressed information for the materialized cells will be sufficient for deriving regression models of all other cells.
Definition 2.
For multidimensional online regression analysis in data cubes, the Nonlinear Compression Representation (NCR) of a data cell c is defined as the following set:
It is useful to write NCR in the form of matrices. In fact, elements in an NCR can be arranged into two matrices: and Â Â, where ¼ ð 0 ; 1 ; Á Á Á kÀ1 Þ T and Â Â ¼ We can write an NCR in a matrix form as NCR ¼ ð ; Â ÂÞ. Note that, since ij ¼ ji and, thus, Â Â T ¼ Â Â, we only need to store the upper triangle of Â Â in an NCR. Therefore, the size of an NCR is SðkÞ ¼ ðk 2 þ 3kÞ=2. The following property of NCRs indicates that this representation is economical in space and scalable for large data cubes: Theorem 4.1. The size SðkÞ of an NCR of a data cell is quadratic in k, the number of regression terms, and is independent of n, the number of tuples in the data cell.
in NCR provides the regression parameters one expects to see in the description of a regression model. Â Â is an auxiliary matrix that facilitates the aggregation of regression models in a data cube environment. As we will show in the next two sections, by storing such a compressed representation in the base cells, we can compute the regression models of all other cells in a data cube. We have illustrated the use of NCRs in Examples 8 and 9.
We have designed the NCR compression in such a way that the compressed data contains sufficient information to support the desired lossless aggregation. In fact, the regression models of any data cell can be losslessly reconstructed from the NCRs of its descendant cells without accessing the raw data. We will prove this theorem in the rest of this section. We consider the aggregation in standard dimensions in Section 4.3 and in regression dimensions in Section 4.4.
Lossless Aggregation in Standard Dimensions
We now consider aggregation (roll-up) in standard dimensions. Suppose that c a is a cell aggregated from a number of component cells c 1 ; . . . ; c m , and that we want to compute the regression model of c a 's stream data. The component cells can be base cells, or derived descendant cells.
In this roll-up, the measure attribute of c a is defined to be the summation of the measure attributes of the component cells. More precisely, all component cells are supposed to have the same number of tuples and they only differ in one standard dimension. Suppose that each component cell has n tuples, then c a also has n tuples; let y a;i , where i ¼ 1::n, be the measure attribute of the ith tuple in c a , and let y j;i , where j ¼ 1::m, be the measure attribute of the ith tuple in c j . Then, y a;i ¼ P m j¼1 y j;i for i ¼ 1::n. In matrix form, we have:
where y a and y j are vectors of measure attributes for corresponding cells, respectively. Suppose we have the NCRs but not the raw data of all the descendant cells we wish to derive NCRðc a Þ from the NCRs of the component cells. The following theorem shows how this can be done. 
Proof. a) Since all c i and c a s differ only in a standard dimension, they are identical in the regression dimensions. We see from (10) that all u i;j terms used in the regression model are only related to the regression dimensions. Therefore, all cells have identical u i;j terms, where i ¼ 1::n; j ¼ 0::k À 1, and we have:
where U a is the model matrix (defined in (12)) of c a , and U i is the model matrix of c i . Therefore, from (13), (16) , and (17), we have:
b) From (18), we see that i;j terms only depend on u i;j terms. Since all cells have identical u i;j terms, we see that all cells also have identical i;j terms, for i; j ¼ 0::k À 1. Therefore, we have:
t u
An assumption for aggregation in standard dimensions is that each component cell has the same number of tuples. We have found that this assumption is satisfied in most applications. Moreover, since aggregation in a standard dimension implies that the component cells share a same region along the regression dimension, it is usually not meaningful to aggregate two cells with different numbers of tuples. For example, for the location dimension, we can aggregate eastern and western parts into the United States for a same month or year, but it is not meaningful to aggregate one month of the eastern part with two months of the western part.
Lossless Aggregation in Regression Dimensions
We now consider aggregation (roll-up) in regression dimensions. Still, we suppose that c a is a cell aggregated from a number of component cells c 1 ; . . . ; c m , which differ in one regression dimension, and that we want to compute the GMLR model of c a .
In this roll-up, the set of tuples of c a is defined to be the union of tuples of the component cells. More precisely, all component cells only differ in one regression dimension and do not necessarily have the same number of tuples. Suppose the component cell c i has n i tuples, and c a has n a tuples, then we have n a ¼ P m i¼1 n i . Since c a contains the union of the tuples from all component cells, we have:
where y a and y j are vectors of measure attributes for corresponding cells, respectively. The following theorem shows how to aggregate NCRs along a regression dimension without accessing the raw data. 
Proof. We will prove item b, first and then prove item a based on item b. Let U a be the model matrix of c a and let U i be the model matrix of c i for i ¼ 1::m, from (12), we see that U a has n a rows and U i has n i rows, respectively. Similar to y a , we can write U a in matrix form as:
From the definition of matrix multiplication, and from the definition of Â Â, we see that
Therefore, from (21), we have:
Thus, we proved item b. We now turn to prove item a. From (13), we know that i ¼ ðU
Substituting (22) into (24) gets:
By combining (20), (21), and (25), we have:
From (22) and from item b of this theorem, we get:
From (13), we have:
By substituting (26) and (27) into (28), we get:
Thus, we proved item a and the proof is completed. t u shows that the space complexity of NCR is low and is independent of the number of base tuples in each cell. These properties of the proposed NCR compression technique make aggregations in a data cube efficient and scalable. Our method is general for multidimensional data cells, since any aggregation involving multiple dimensions can be decomposed into several single-dimension aggregations. Since each aggregation is lossless, the combined aggregation is still lossless. If we need to compute multiple regression models, it is true that we need to save the NCR auxiliary information for each regression model. For example, if we have both a linear regression and a quadratic regression model, then we need to keep NCRs for both of them.
Remarks
Our work is applicable to multidimensional data cubes no matter if the hierarchies of data cubes are shallow or deep. Typically, in older applications, the basic unit of time is large and dimension hierarchies are shallow, while in many recent "monitoring" type of applications such as homeland security and power usage monitoring, the basic unit of time can be very small and the hierarchies are lengthy. Our theory is general for these data cubes with different characteristics.
The proposed technique can save computational time under incremental updates of the raw data. There are several cases of data updates. If all of the raw data are updated, then all the regression models need to be updated at the bottom level. If only a few records of the raw data are updated, which is more often, then we only need to recompute the cells that are modified and propagate the changes to higher level cells using the aggregation formulae. If new records of data are added into the data set, then we only need to recompute the new data cells and propagate the changes.
MULTIDIMENSIONAL FILTERING ANALYSIS
Filtering is a popular technique that is widely used to describe the relation of one output, or system variable, to one or more inputs. Filters have ample applications in statistical analysis of time-series and stream data, such as weather prediction and financial market modeling. We extend our theory for GMLR to support multidimensional aggregation of filter measures in a multidimensional data cube.
Autoregressive Filters
Given an n Â 1 vector of time-series data y ¼ ðy 1 ; y 2 ; Á Á Á ; y n Þ T , the autoregressive filter models the dynamics of the the timeseries using the following model [6] :
where ¼ ð 1 ; 2 ; Á Á Á ; p Þ is a p Â 1 vector of autoregression parameters. We can see that the autoregressive filter is a model that predicts the future data using the p previous historical data, where p > 1 is the number of lag steps for the filter. For all the data points, the autoregression can be written as:
: : : :
: : :
The autoregression analysis can be viewed as a special case of GMLR regression discussed in the last section, with the following model matrix U a :
We can now write the regression function in matrix form as EðyjU a Þ ¼ U a . The ordinary least square(OLS) estimates of the autoregression parameters is defined as:
We show that autoregression filter parameters are compressible measures. Like the regression analysis, we propose the following compressed representation of a data cell to support multidimensional aggregation of autoregresssion filter measures.
Definition 3. For multidimensional online autoregression filtering analysis in data cubes, the Nonlinear Compression Representation ðNCR a Þ of a data cell c is defined
Intuitively, ij is a compressed measure that records the sum of the autocorrelations among the variables with different distances defined by i and j.
In the matrix form, the elements in NCR a can be arranged into two matrices: and Â Â, wherê Since Â Â is symmetric, we only need to store the upper triangle of Â Â in NCR a . The size of NCR a is SðpÞ ¼ p þ
2 , where p is the number of lag steps in the filter. Therefore, similar to NCRs for regression analysis, the size SðpÞ of the NCR a for autoregressive filtering analysis is quadratic in the number of lag steps p and is independent of the number of tuples in the data cell.
Since autoregressive filter is used to analyze time-series data, typically only aggregation in the regression dimension is performed to combine multiple time segments together. For aggregation in a regression dimension, suppose
Þ are the NCR a s for the m component cells, respectively, and suppose NCR a ðc a Þ ¼ ð a ; Â Â a Þ is the NCR a for the aggregated cell, then NCR a ðc a Þ can be derived from that of the component cells using the following equations:
The correctness of the above lossless aggregation formula can be proved as a corollary of Theorem 4.5.
Linear Prediction Filters
A general linear prediction filter [33] usually includes two parts, one for an autoregressive model, and one for moving average of input values. Suppose we have n tuples in a cell: ðI i ; y i Þ; i ¼ 1 . . . n, where each of I i ; i ¼ 1 . . . n is an input variable at step i, and each scalar y i is the measure attribute of the ith tuple. A linear prediction filter defines the following model relating the output measure and input variables:
is the parameter measures for a linear prediction filter. The linear prediction filter is a model that predicts the future data using the autoregression of p previous historical data and the moving average of m previous input data. Typically, the autoregressive part models the internal dynamics of a systems and the moving average part models the dynamics of the interaction between a system and its external inputs.
The ordinary least square (OLS) estimates of linear prediction parameters (, ) is defined as:
where
Fitting into the GMLR regression framework, the linear prediction filter parameters are also compressible measures under the following compression: Definition 4. For multidimensional online linear prediction filter analysis in data cubes, the Nonlinear Compression Representation ðNCR L Þ of a data cell c is
The size of NCR L is only quadratic to p and m: Sðp; mÞ
and is independent of the number of tuples in the data cell. The lossless aggregation formula along the regression dimension can be derived straightforwardly from Theorem 4.4.
PERFORMANCE STUDY
To evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed NCR compression technique, we perform a performance study on synthetic data sets. Our results show that the memory and time taken by the proposed algorithms are small in comparison to the exhaustive methods.
In our experiments, we need to generate Â Â and for the NCRs. For a cell with n tuples, the time complexity is OðnÞ to compute ij using (15), Oðnk 2 Þ to generate Â Â, and OðnkÞ to generate . The overall time complexity to compute the NCR for a cell is Oðnk 2 Þ. There are k 2 numbers in Â Â and k elements in , where k, the number of regression terms, is a small constant independent of n. In our experiments, we have used linear regression where k ¼ 2. Increasing k will only increase the complexity by a constant factor.
In our experiments, we use synthetic data sets generated by a data generator similar in spirit to the IBM data generator [3] designed for testing data mining algorithms. The convention for the data sets is as follows: D3L3C10T 4000K means there are three dimensions, each dimension contains three levels, the node fan-out factor (cardinality) is 10 (i.e., 10 children per node), and there are in total 4000K tuples in the lowest level. All experiments were conducted on a 1.0GHz AMD PC with 1G megabytes memory, running Microsoft Windows-2000 Server.
We compare the proposed compression-based regression cube computation technique with the exhaustive method in which the regression models are generated from scratch for all cuboids. The performance results of data cubing (cube computation) are reported in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5. Fig. 3 shows the processing time and memory usage for the two methods to generate regression measures for all data cells in data cubes with increasing size, where the size is measured as the number of tuples at the lowest level. Fig. 4 shows the time and memory usage for the two methods with increasing number of dimensions, and Fig. 5 shows the results with varying number of levels for each dimension.
Note that our compression technique saves the time to compute for all the cells. For data D3L3C5 with linear regression, we need to generate 54,692 values for the 27,346 data cells in the data cube. For the exhaustive method, the time complexity to compute is OðnÞ which increases as the dimension levels go up. Using our compression technique, the time complexity to compute is significantly reduced for high-level cells as we can reuse the results of descendent cells.
We can see that, in all the cases, the proposed compressed regression cube is significantly more efficient in time and space than the exhaustive method without using compression. Note that the CPU time and space usage on the vertical axes in these figures are in a logarithmic scale, so that a small difference along the vertical axes typically represents a large difference in running time or space usage. The techniques in Section 5 will have similar performance as the regression models in Section 4, since they use similar compression and aggregation techniques.
Our work can also be extended to handle massive stream data. In practice, stream data are generated in real time and one can only scan the raw data once. Also, the data cube space is usually so huge that it is impossible to materialize all the cuboids. We have studied the performance of the regression cube in a more sophisticated and more realistic setting in which the data cuboids are partially and selectively materialized. Our implementation is based on the Stream Cube architecture [18] , a general and efficient framework for online processing of large-scale stream data.
Our experimental study showed that compression-based regression cubing can significantly improve the efficiency for computing multidimensional, multilevel regression cubes for stream data in the Stream Cube environment.
DISCUSSION OF RELATED WORK
In this section, we compare our study with some related work and point out the differences from our work.
In 2002, we proposed to support simple linear regression in a multidimensional space [9] by compressing each cuboid to four arguments to support lossless aggregation of linear regression models. In this paper, we have generalized the concept of regression cubes and extended the compression technique to the general GMLR and filtering analysis.
A highly related work to ours is the tool of prediction cubes proposed in 2005 [8] , which supports OLAP of prediction models including probability-based ensemble, naive Bayesian classifier, and kernel-density classifier. The prediction cubes bear similar ideas as regression cubes in that both of them aim at deriving high-level models from lower-level models instead of accessing the raw data and rebuilding the models from scratch. A key difference is that, the prediction cube only supports models that are distributively decomposable or algebraically decomposable (i.e., the models are distributive or algebraic measures) [8] , whereas the regression models in our study are not distributively or algebraically decomposable. We have overcome the mathematical difficulty with regression models by venturing the concept of compressible measures and developing lossless compression techniques for regression models. Also, the theory developed in prediction cubes deals with the prediction accuracy of nonparametric statistical models such as naive Bayesian classifiers, whereas our compression theory is developed for parameter reconstruction of parametric models such as regression models and filters.
Our paper considers efficient aggregation operations without accessing the raw data. Palpanas et al. [29] have considered the reverse problem, which is to derive original raw data from the aggregates. An approximative estimation algorithm based on maximum information entropy is proposed [29] . It will be interesting to study the interactions of these two complimentary approaches. We believe that using regression cubes will further improve the quality of data reconstruction, and estimated raw data can lead to enhanced statistical models at high levels.
Statistical time series analysis has been extensively studied [10] . A common assumption of these studies is that users are responsible for choosing the time series to be analyzed, including the scope of the object of the time series and the level of granularity. These studies and tools (including longitudinal studies [11] ) do not provide the capabilities of relating the time series to the associated multidimensional multilevel characteristics, and they do not provide adequate support for online analytical processing and mining of the time series. In contrast, the framework established in this paper provides efficient support to help users form, select, analyze, and mine time series in a multidimensional and multilevel manner.
Similarity search and efficient retrieval of time series has been the major focus for time series-related research in the database community [25] , [28] . Previous data mining research also paid attention to time series data, including shape-based patterns [2] , representative trends [19] , periodicity [24] , and using time warping for data mining [26] , management and querying of stream data [4] , [13] , [14] , [16] , and data mining (classification and clustering) on stream data [17] , [22] . These works do not relate the multidimensional, multilevel characteristics with time series and stream data and do not seriously consider the aggregation of statistical measures.
Dimension hierarchies, cubes, and cube operations are formally introduced by Vassiliadis [32] . Lenz and Thalheim [27] proposed to classify OLAP aggregation functions into distributive, algebraic, and holistic ones. In data warehousing and OLAP, much progress has been made on the efficient support of standard and advanced OLAP queries in data cubes, including selective cube materialization [21] , iceberg cubing [5] , [20] , cube gradients analysis [12] , [23] , exception [30] , and intelligent roll-up [31] . However, the measures studied in OLAP systems are usually single values, and previous studies do not consider the support for regression analysis. In contrast, our work studies OLAP of complex regression measures in data cubes.
In statistics, regression and filtering are parametric models with fixed functions. In practice, parametric models are most useful when the users have prior domain knowledge of the applications and know how to choose the functions. For applications where users have no knowledge about the data, nonparametric models are preferable. We are currently working on supporting nonparametric models in the regression cube environment and will report the results in a later publication.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have promoted online analytical processing of advanced statistical measures in multidimensional data cubes, and proposed a general theory for efficiently compressing and aggregating the regression and filtering measures. We have developed the NCR compression technique for aggregations of linear and nonlinear regression parameters in data cubes, so that only a small number of numerical values instead of the complete raw data need to be registered for multidimensional regression analysis. Lossless aggregation formulae are derived based on the compressed NCR representation. The aggregation is efficient in terms of time and space complexities. We have also extended the results to filtering analysis of time-series data.
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